Retrotransposons are extensively populated in vertebrate genomes, which, when active, 26 are thought to cause genome instability with potential benefit to genome evolution. 27
heterochromatin, which used to be referred to as "junk" DNA in the genome. In fact, besides their 49 potential contribution to genome evolution, it has been unclear whether active retrotransposons 50 have any immediate benefit to an organism. 51
Regarding the formation and maintenance of constitutive heterochromatin (thereafter 52 generally referred to as heterochromatin), our current knowledge is largely derived from elegant 53 genetic and biochemical studies in fission yeast and Drosophila melanogaster (Tschiersch et al. 54 1994; Grewal and Jia 2007; Holoch and Moazed 2015b). The most striking aspect of the emerging 55 theme is that transcription is required for initiating heterochromatin formation, even though the 56 eventual fate is to shut down transcription. In fission yeast, initial repeat-derived transcripts are 57 maintain pericentromeric heterochromatin. Strikingly, we show that a pool of synthetic endo-98 siRNA mimics is sufficient to rescue chromosome segregation defects in Dicer-deficient cells. 99
These findings reveal that active retrotransposons are functionally required for maintaining 100 heterochromatin to ensure stable genetic inheritance during cell cycle. 101
102

RESULTS
103
Strategy for genome-wide assignment of multi-mapped RNA and DNA reads 104
We recently developed a technology called global RNA-DNA interaction sequencing 105 (GRID-seq) to detect chromatin-associated RNAs and their respective binding sites genome-wide. 106 GRID-seq employs a bivalent linker to ligate to RNA in one end and fragmented DNA in the other 107 end on fixed nuclei followed by selection and cleavage of linker ligated products with a type IIS 108 restriction enzyme (Mme I) to generate "mated" RNA and DNA (both ~20nt in length) for deep 109 sequencing (Li et al. 2017 ). To control for the specificity in RNA-DNA mating, we also generated 110 a GRID-seq library on mixed human and fly cells, thus enabling the construction of a critical 111 background model by using cross-species reads (i.e. fly RNA ligated to human DNA and vice 112 versa). Using these datasets, we previously explored uniquely mapped RNA-DNA mates to reveal 113 nascent RNA-covered "transcription hubs" where specific promoters and enhancers are 114 interconnected in the nucleus (Li et al. 2017) . Given such high-quality data, we herein explored the 115 biological significance of multi-mapped RNA and DNA reads in Drosophila S2 cells, taking 116 advantage of high density reads on the much smaller genome of fly relative to humans. The two independently generated GRID-seq libraries on S2 cells (Supplementary Table  130 1) were of high global concordance between RNA or DNA reads ( Supplementary Fig. 1A) . 131
Interestingly, both replicates showed a high percentage (65% to 75%) of RNA reads that were 132 mapped to repeat-derived transcripts, but a much smaller fraction (10% to 20%) of DNA reads 133 were assigned to repeat-rich genomic loci ( Supplementary Fig. 1B ). To fully utilize these multi-134 mapped RNA and DNA reads, we took a previously established ShortStack strategy to make 135 assignment to specific transcripts and genomic locations based on the local density of uniquely 136 mapped reads (Axtell 2013) . As illustrated (Fig. 1A) , we first aligned each RNA read to genome 137 and assigned it to annotated unique RNA transcripts according to the FlyBase database (Drysdale 138 2008) or repeat-derived transcripts based on the RepeatMasker database 139 (http://www.repeatmasker.org), and each DNA read to genomic fragments (Roberts et al. 2015) , 140 generated by Alu I, a restriction enzyme used to fragment the fly genome during library 141 construction. For multi-mapped reads, we distributed them to individual RNA transcripts or DNA 142 fragments according to the relative density of uniquely mapped reads ( Supplementary Fig. 1C ). 143
We next filtered out singular RNA-DNA mates and low-density mates below a set 144 threshold according to the Poisson distribution of all mates across the genome (see Online 145 METHODS). Additionally, we also subtracted the background based on human RNA signals 146 mapped to fly DNA loci from our fly/human GRID-seq library. The density of such background 147 reads is quite significant in many accessible chromatin regions ( Supplementary Fig. 1D ), as 148 detailed earlier (Li et al. 2017) . After these data processing steps, retained RNA-DNA mates show 149 high consistency between the two independent GRID-seq libraries, as indicated by predominant 150 common mates associated with both annotated unique RNAs ( Fig. 1B ) and repeat-derived 151 transcripts (Fig. 1C ). This consistency is also reflected at the quantitative levels of individual 152 common RNA-DNA mates ( Fig. 1D,1E ), thus enabling us to rely on these common mates to 153 generate the final RNA-DNA interactome for downstream analysis. Notably, after assigning multi-154 mapped RNA and DNA reads, most gaps around repeat-rich DNA regions were "filled" to the 155 similar levels, as compared to adjacent unique regions across the fly genome ( Supplementary Fig.  156 2A). 157 158
Validation of mapping results with an independent dataset 159
It is critical to validate our mapping strategy, even though ShortStack has been generally 160 accepted as a strategy to dynamically assign multi-mapped reads in a given genome. For this 161 purpose, we utilized the data generated by ChAR-seq, a strategy similar to GRID-seq except longer 162 RNA and DNA reads were generated by sonication after linker ligation ( Supplementary Fig.  163 2B) (Bell et al. 2018 ). Compared to GRID-seq that generates predominantly mated RNA-DNA 164 pairs, ChAR-seq tends to trade off relative longer reads with a large fraction of unmated RNA or 165 DNA reads from sequenced libraries. Moreover, it was not optimal to use the ChAR-seq data in 166 the first place for several reasons: (i) GRID-seq libraries were generated on Drosophila S2 cells 167 where many other types of genomic data are available for comparison (see Supplementary Table 2),  168 whereas ChAR-seq libraries were produced on a less commonly used Drosophila cell line (CME-169 W1-cl8+), (ii) the vast majority of ChAR-seq reads was from a single library (see Supplementary  170 Table 1), thus prohibitive to assessing internal data reproducibility, and most importantly, (iii) one 171 of our GRID-seq libraries was constructed on mixed fly and human cells, thus permitting the use 172 of cross-species RNA-DNA mates to build a background for non-specific RNA-DNA interactions, 173 which is missing from the existing ChAR-seq libraries. Nevertheless, the available ChAR-seq data 174 with longer RNA and DNA reads provided an independent dataset to evaluate our strategy for 175 assigning multi-mapped RNA and DNA reads, despite the fact that GRID-seq and ChAR-seq 176 libraries were derived from different fly cell types. 177
We first compared between ChAR-seq and GRID-seq data, observing an overall high 178 Spearman correlation (R=0.75 for RNA reads; R=0.62 for DNA reads) across the reference fly 179 genome ( Supplementary Fig. 2C ). However, when focused on repeat-enriched Alu I-generated 180 DNA bins, the correlation was quite modest at the levels of both RNA (left panel in Fig. 1F , R=0.37) 181 and DNA (left panel in Fig. 1G , R=0.23). Notably, a population of DNA reads (distributed in lower 182 right in Fig. 1G ) was scored by ChAR-seq, but less by GRID-seq, likely due to the higher mapping 183 power of the former. Interestingly, the correlation was dramatically improved when comparing 184 uniquely mapped RNA or DNA reads from ChAR-seq with uniquely plus multi-mapped RNA or 185 DNA reads from GRID-seq (middle panels in Fig. 1F , R=0.70 for RNA and Fig. 1G , R=0.48 for 186 DNA), suggesting that many assigned multi-mapped GRID-seq reads matched uniquely mapped 187
ChAR-seq reads. As expected, after also assigning multi-mapped reads from ChAR-seq using 188 ShortStack, the correlation was further improved when compared between uniquely plus multi-189 mapped RNA or DNA reads in both cases (right panels in Fig. 1F , R=0.84 for RNA and Fig. 1G mapped ChAR-seq reads, missing from uniquely mapped GRID-seq reads, and then became 196 visible after assigning multi-mapped GRID-seq reads. Together, these data validate our 197 computational strategy to assign multi-mapped RNA and DNA reads to the genome. 198 199
Preferential interaction of distinct RNA classes with eu-versus hetero-chromatin 200
Having maximally utilized both uniquely and multi-mapped RNA and DNA reads from 201 our GRID-seq libraries, we next wished to investigate how different classes of RNA might 202 differentially interact with DNA in the fly genome. We were first focused on annotated non-repeat 203
RNAs with respect to their interactions with the genome. As reported earlier (Li et al. 2017 ), among 204 4,856 non-repeat RNAs associated with chromatin, most showed interactions with DNA near their 205 sites of transcription ( Supplementary Fig. 3A ). Upon further subdividing different classes of such 206
RNAs, we noted that most annotated snoRNAs and snRNAs were not only expressed but also 207 extensively engaged in interactions with chromatin in Drosophila S2 cells, whereas virtually no 208 pre-miRNA was associated with chromatin ( Supplementary Fig. 3B ). The intermediate levels of 209 lncRNAs, mRNAs, and tRNAs on chromatin probably reflected wide expression ranges of these 210 RNA species, and thus, only those with sufficient expression were detectable on chromatin. 
223
In contrast to the chromatin binding patterns of annotated non-repeat RNAs, we also 224 identified 230 repeat-derived RNA species that showed significant interactions with chromatin, 225 which include all rRNAs, satellite DNA-transcribed RNAs (including those from simple repeats), 226 and >70% of LINE and LTR-derived RNA species ( Supplementary Fig. 3C ). Percentage wise, the 227 majority of RNA species was from LTR (45%), simple repeat (28%), and LINE (14%) classes 228 ( Fig. 2A ). We then displayed these 230 repeat-derived RNAs across the fly genome and observed 229 two general patterns, one scattering across the genome and the other concentrating on 230 pericentromeric regions in chromosome 2 and 3 (large dashed boxes in Fig. 2B ). A subset of these 231 repeat-derived RNAs also bound chromosome 4 (small dashed boxes in Fig. 2B ), which is known 232 to be predominantly heterochromatic (Sun et al. 2000) . 233
We next linked RNA-DNA interactions to critical chromatin features based on various 234 published epigenetic profiles (Supplementary Table 2 ). As expected, annotated non-repeat RNAs 235 showed the highest association with H3K27ac ( Fig. 2C ), exhibiting coincidental peak summits 236 ( Fig. 2D ). In contrast, repeat-derived RNAs displayed the greatest preference for H3K9me3 ( Fig.  237 2E,F). Conversely, we sorted the restriction enzyme Alu I-generated DNA fragments according to 238 the levels of associated repeat-derived RNAs, observing that, among top 1,000 repeat RNA-239 associated DNA bins, H3K9me3 was the dominant signal on these DNA regions (Supplementary 240 Fig. 3D ). Together, these data suggest a general trend in which annotated non-repeat RNAs tend 241 to interact with euchromatic regions marked by H3K27ac, whereas repeat-derived RNAs prefer to 242 associate with heterochromatin marked by H3K9me3. While this is somewhat anticipated from the 243 vast literature, we now obtained critical information on which specific repeat-derived RNAs are 244 more prevalent than others in interacting with specific heterochromatic regions in the fly genome. We next asked which repeat-derived RNAs were more prevalent than others on 250 heterochromatin. We intersected the density of individual repeat-derived RNAs with markers for 251 constitutive heterochromatin characterized by the coordinated ChIP-seq signals for H3K9me3 and 252 its reader HP1 (Fig. 3A) . By determining the co-localization coefficient for each of the 230 repeat-253 derived RNAs between their DNA interaction frequencies and relative densities of H3K9me3 and 254 HP1 signals in 1Mb DNA bins of the fly genome, we identified 79 repeat-derived RNAs, including 255 two rRNAs, that showed the Pearson correlation coefficient of >0.3 (red dots in Fig. 3A ). The 256 association of rRNAs with heterochromatin agrees with a recent observation that transcriptionally 257 inert centromere-proximal regions tend to be organized around the nucleolus in 3D 258 genome (Quinodoz et al. 2017 ). However, since rRNAs are assembled into ribosomes, rather than 259 processed into small RNAs, it is unlikely that they contribute to heterochromatin functions. 260
Excluding rRNAs, we named the rest of heterochromatin-enriched RNAs as CHARRs 261 (Constitutive Heterochromatin-Associated Repeats-derived RNAs). These CHARRs appear to 262
show exclusive association with constitutive heterochromatin, as none of them exhibited 263 significant co-localization with the facultative chromatin marker H3K27me3 ( Supplementary Fig.  264 4A), as illustrated with three specific CHARRs ( Supplementary Fig. 4B ). Furthermore, these 265
CHARRs showed little association with MSL ( Supplementary Fig. 4C The 77 CHARRs we identified correspond to those predominantly associated with 288 pericentromere of chromosome 2 and 3 where their interactions with DNA positively correlated to 289 heterochromatin markers (e.g. H3K9me3 and HP1) and negatively to euchromatin markers (e.g. 290
H3K27ac and H3K4me3) as well as RNAP II ChIP-seq signals (Fig. 3B ). This is further 291 highlighted with 3 specific repeat-derived RNAs (e.g. DMCR1A，PRTOP_A and PRTOP_B) on 292 the right arm of chromosome 2 (chr2R, Fig. 3C ). We next determined RNA class, genomic origins, 293 and relative abundance for each CHARR. Interestingly, the largest RNA class of identified 294
CHARRs corresponds to LTR (n=47), while the second largest class to LINE repeats (n=19) ( Fig.  295 3D). The majority of RNA species from these two classes of retrotransposons belongs to the Gypsy 296 and Jockey subfamilies, respectively ( Fig. 3E ). Most importantly, by ranking individual CHARRs 297 according to their relative abundance on heterochromatin and summing the collective abundance 298 according to specific RNA subclasses, we found that active Gypsy family members were top 299 contributors to the overall RNA signals on heterochromatin ( Fig. 3F ). This suggests a major role 300 of Gypsy-derived RNAs in heterochromatin formation/maintenance in Drosophila S2 cells. 301 302
Cis-and trans-acting repeat-derived RNAs on chromatin 303
The RNA-DNA interactome permitted for the first time to determine both the source of 304 repeat-derived RNAs and their registers on specific chromatin regions. Given the predominant 305 mode of annotated non-repeat RNAs that act in cis (cis defined by mated RNA and DNA reads 306 mapped to the same chromosomes, as supposed to trans defined by mated RNA and DNA reads 307 mapped to different chromosomes), we asked whether this also applied to repeat-derived RNAs. 308
We noted that rRNA-derived RNAs all interacted with heterochromatin regions near the loci of 309 their transcription where CHARRs also predominantly bound ( Supplementary Fig. 5A,B ). This 310 suggests multiple active rRNA transcription sites are in close spatial proximity with adjacent 311 pericentromeric regions, as recently observed based on proximity ligation (Quinodoz et al. 2017) . 312 Importantly, we also identified CHARRs on multiple non-pericentromeric regions, suggesting 313 their potential interactions with chromatin in both cis-and trans-modes. 314
We therefore determined the origins of CHARRs and their collective interactions with 315 chromatin at the chromosomal levels. This analysis revealed their extensive chromatin interactions 316 not only within the same chromosomes, but also across different chromosomes ( Fig. 4A) , 317 suggesting a significant degree of trans-interactions. This prompted us to examine individual 318
CHARRs to segregate their cis-and trans-interactions by first assigning their origins of 319 transcription, and then determining their linkage to DNA on the same (intra) or different (inter) 320 chromosomes. Interestingly, we found that about half (46.8%) of the CHARRs were 321 predominantly engaged in intra-chromosomal interactions, whereas the other half (53.2%) were 322 actively involved in both intra-and inter-chromosomal interactions (Fig. 4B ). This is further 323 illustrated with 3 representative CHARRs. Specifically, Gypsy12_LTR preferentially interacted 324 with DNA on the same chromosome ( Fig. 4C ); Gypsy4_I-int was engaged in both intra-and inter-325 chromosomal interactions (Fig. 4D) ; and FW_DM seemed to mainly act in trans on other 326 chromosomes ( Fig. 4E ). It is also interesting to note that individual CHARRs all selectively bound 327
Hi-C defined "B" domains in pericentromeric regions ( Supplementary Fig. 5C where a much lower level of the TV1I RNA was transcribed compared to region 1 (Fig. 5A , third 358 track). We quantified these results by dividing all active TV1I loci into 3 groups according to their 359 levels of transcription (bottom 25%, middle 50%, and top 25%, Fig. 5B ), and then determined the 360 ratio of trans-acting over cis-plus trans-acting RNAs for each group and observed a reverse 361 correlation between local RNA production and the percentage of association with trans-acting 362
RNAs (bars, Fig. 5B ). This phenomenon also applied to another repeat RNA, Baggins1 (a LOA 363 family member from the LINE class) ( Fig. 5C , D). To determine whether this represents a general 364 trend, we extended the analysis to all CHARRs and found that, with a few exceptions, most 365 followed this rule ( Fig. 5E ). Together, these observations suggest that highly transcribed CHARRs 366 supply RNAs in trans to interact with DNA regions with less transcription activities. CHARRs engaging homotropic versus heterotropic interactions based on normalized reads per 379 kilobase per million (Left). The two classes of CHARRs were further separated into those with 380 preference for inter-(yellow) or intra-(blue) chromosomal interactions (Right), as indicated in Fig.  381 4. 382
Given the observation that some CHARRs preferred to interact with DNA near their sites 383 of transcription while others showed both cis-and trans-chromosomal interactions, we next 384 characterized the underlying DNA sequences that might specify such RNA-DNA interactions. If 385 a given CHARR specifically interacted with a DNA region that harbors the same repeat sequence 386 within a 1kb window, we called it "homotropic" interactions. If the interacting DNA region 387 contains distinct repeat sequence (e.g. those encoding for RNAs of different classes or different 388 subfamily members), we then referred it to as "heterotropic" interactions. All DNA interaction 389 regions that contain no repeat sequence were classified as "others". According to these definitions, 390
we found that 59 CHARRs (yellow-labeled in Fig. 4B ) were predominantly engaged in homotropic 391 interactions, whereas the remaining 18 (blue-labeled in Fig. 4B ) were more involved in 392 heterotropic interactions, and none showed significant interactions with DNA that contain no 393 repeat sequence (Fig. 5F, left) . We further noted that relative to CHARRs with preference for 394 homotropic interactions, more CHARRs with higher tendency to engage in heterotropic 395 interactions were more involved in inter-chromosomal interactions, as indicated by a significant 396 odds ratio (Fig. 5F, right) . These observations imply that CHARRs with preference for homotropic 397 interactions may facilitate initiating heterochromatin formation, whereas those for heterotropic 398 interactions may play more important roles in heterochromatin spreading as well as maintenance. 399 24 400 Dicer-2 processed repeat-derived RNAs for heterochromatin maintenance 401
Most retrotransposons are known to be bi-directionally transcribed. To verify this, we 402 took advantage of the existing GRO-seq data on Drosophila S2 cells ( Supplementary Table 2) , 403
showing that both sense and anti-sense repeat-derived transcripts were indeed represented in 404 relatively equal abundance, with rRNAs served as control for predominantly sense transcription 405 ( Supplementary Fig. 6A ). Interestingly, but not necessarily surprisingly, the identified CHARRs 406 were among the most abundant repeat-derived RNAs. This was true regardless of different RNA 407 classes ( Supplementary Fig. 6B ), which is in contrast to annotated non-repeat transcripts, the 408 majority of which was transcribed from the sense strand ( Supplementary Fig. 6C) , with exception 409 of some long intergenic non-coding RNAs ( Supplementary Fig. 6D ). all depended on Dicer-2 for their efficient processing and thus expression, we took advantage of 417 the existing small RNA-seq data ( Supplementary Table 2 ) to compare their expression levels 418 between wild-type, Dicer-2 knockout, and Dicer-2 rescued S2 cells(Kandasamy and Fukunaga 419 2016). We found that almost all CHARRs were down regulated in response to Dicer-2 knockout 420 and rescued in Dicer-2 re-expressed cells ( Supplementary Fig. 7A ). Note that much higher 421 expression of those endo-siRNAs in Dicer-2 re-expressed cells likely resulted from Dicer-2 422 overexpression. Importantly, the RNA-seq reads of total CHARRs from wild-type S2 cells were 423 distributed between 18 to 25nt in length, consistent with their processing into endo-siRNAs 424 ( Supplementary Fig. 7B ). These endo-siRNAs appeared to have assembled into Ago2-containing 425 complexes, as 54 (75%) CHARRs could be identified in the published Ago2 RIP data 426 ( Supplementary Fig. 7C ). Therefore, re-analysis of these published data on CHARRs strongly 427 suggests that Dicer-2 is responsible for processing CHARRs into endo-siRNAs to help maintain 428 heterochromatin in S2 cells. 429
To directly test this hypothesis, we performed Dicer-2 knockdown in S2 cells 430 ( Supplementary Fig. 7D , E) and confirmed drastic reduction of small RNAs derived from 431 DMCR1A or DOC by Northern blotting (Fig. 6A ). Because many CHARRs were able to supply 432 RNAs in trans, as we documented in the present study, we asked whether or not the associated 433 phenotype previously detected on heterochromatin could be "rescued" with small RNAs derived 434 from CHARRs. For this purpose, we chemically synthesized a pool of endo-siRNA mimics based 435 on a representative subset of CHARRs (DMCR1A, FB4_DM, FB_DM, Gypsy4_I-inU, DOC, 436
Gypsy2-I and I_DM, Supplementary Table 3 
) and transfected this pool into S2 cells depleted of 437
Dicer-2. We found that relative to wild-type cells, Dicer-2 knockdown reduced H3K9me3 as 438 expected, and importantly, the CHARR-derived siRNA pool, but not scrambled siRNA, effectively 439 restored this heterochromatin marker, while the levels of H3K27me3 and H3K4me3 remained 440 constant under these experimental conditions (Fig. 6B , quantified below based on triplicated 441 experiments). This was also evident at the immunocytochemical level by staining for H3K9me3 442 (Fig. 6C) . These data suggest that the CHARR-derived siRNA mimics were able to rescue 443 representative genomic loci, one corresponding to a CHARR-target locus (left) and a non-458 CHARR-target locus (right) in response to Dicer-2 knockdown, complemented with either 459 scrambled or CHARRs-derived siRNAs. ChIP-seq signals for euchromatin (H3K4me3) or 460 facultative heterochromatin (H3K27me3) were shown for comparison. 461
Rescuing global heterochromatin defects in Dicer-2 deficient cells 462
To demonstrate the contribution to repeat-derived endo-siRNAs to heterochromatin 463 maintenance genome-wide, we next performed ChIP-seq for H3K9me3 in comparison with 464
H3K4me3 and K3K27me3 in response to Dicer-2 knockdown with or without treatment with 465 CHARR-derived siRNA mimics in S2 cells. Our ChIP-seq datasets were comparable to the profiles 466 of these histone marks published earlier on the same cell type, demonstrating the quality of our 467 data ( Supplementary Fig. 8A, B ). Upon Dicer-2 knockdown, we detected global decrease of the 468 H3K9me3 ChIP-seq signals, while the ChIP-seq signals for H3K4me3 and H3K27me3 were not 469 affected (Fig. 6D) . The effects were also evident on individual H3K9me3-marked genomic loci 470 (see first two tracks in Fig. 6E ), suggesting that Dicer-2 is functionally required for maintaining 471 heterochromatin genome-wide. 472
The next question was whether CHARR-derived siRNA mimics were able to rescue 473 heterochromatin defects, and if so, whether the rescue required their targeting specificity. Because 474 those siRNA mimics were designed to target 10 representative CHARRs ( Supplementary Table  475 3), we thus analyzed the H3K9me3 ChIP-seq signals on 1kb-binned genomic regions that show 476 homology with at least one of the CHARR-derived siRNA mimics (Fig. 6F ) in comparison with 477 genomic regions that showed H3K9me3 ChIP-seq signals but with <50% homology with any of 478 those CHARR-derived siRNA mimics (Fig. 6G) . Indeed, we found that CHARR-derived siRNA 479 mimics, but not scrambled siRNA, effectively rescued H3K9me3 ChIP-seq signals on CHARRs 480 target genomic regions (compare lane 2 vs. 4 in Fig. 6F ), but modest at best (likely due to a 481 remaining degree of heterotropic interactions) on none CHARRs target regions (compare lane 2 482 vs. 4, p=0.054, in Fig. 6G ). As expected, little H3K4me3 and H3K27me3 ChIP-seq signals were 483 detected in H3K9me3-marked genomic loci. These general trends were also illustrated on two 484 representative genome loci for CHARRs targets (Fig. 6E, left and Supplementary Fig. 9A ) and 485 none CHARRs targets (Fig. 6E, right and Supplementary Fig. 9B ). Collectively, these data 486 demonstrated that a pool of trans-acting CHARR-derived siRNA mimics was able to bypass the 487 functional requirement of Dicer-2 for maintaining heterochromatin homeostasis on their target 488 regions in Drosophila S2 cells. 489
490
CHARR-derived endo-siRNAs required for faithful chromosome segregation 491
It has been previously documented that knockdown of Dicer-2 and Ago-2 caused 492 significant defects in chromosome segregation during cell division in S2 cells (Pek and Kai 2011) . 493
Because Dicer-2 and Ago-2 are key siRNA pathway components, it is reasonable to extrapolate 494 that endo-siRNAs processed by Dicer-2 and loaded on Ago-2 are responsible for the phenotype, 495 but direct evidence for this critical conclusion has been lacking. Given that the CHARRs we 496 identified cover most of pericentromeric regions to maintain the heterochromatin status in the fly 497 genome (see Fig. 3B ) and most of these CHARRs-derived were bound by Ago-2 (see 498 Supplementary Fig. 7C ), we took advantage of the ability of CHARRs-derived siRNAs to rescue 499 most heterochromatin defects to ask whether these siRNA mimics were also able to rescue the 500 chromosome segregation defects. To this end, we first confirmed that knockdown of either Dicer-501 2 or Ago-2 caused cell cycle defects, and as expected, we detected G1-S arrest in both cases (Fig.  502 7A, B and Supplementary Fig. 10 ). Importantly, we found that CHARRs-derived siRNAs, but not 503 scrambled siRNA, were able to rescue the cell cycle defects in Dicer-2 knockdown cells ( Fig. 7A) , 504 but not Ago-2 knockdown cells (Fig. 7B) . These data are fully in line with the requirement of 505 Dicer-2 for processing CHARRs into small endo-siRNAs, which could be bypassed by the 506 transfected siRNA mimics, although these siRNA mimics would still need Ago-2 to execute their 507 functions in the cell. 508
We closely examined the mitotic defects in Dicer-2 knockdown cells, noting both mis-509 aligned chromosomes and lagged as well as mis-segregated chromosomes ( Fig. 7C and 510 Supplementary Fig. 11A ) in about equal frequencies (Fig. 7D) . Importantly, transfection of 511 CHARRs-derived siRNA mimics into these Dicer-2 deficient cells, but not scrambled siRNA, 512 were sufficient to rescue these defects ( Fig. 7D and Supplementary Fig. 11A ). In contrast, we 513 observed similar mitotic defects in Ago-2 knockdown cells, but the CHARRs-derived siRNAs 514 failed to correct the phenotype (Fig. 7E and Supplementary Fig. 11B ). Taken together, these results 515 The problem is that such RNA amplification mechanism does not seem to exist in somatic cells of 567 flies and mammals. The endo-siRNA pathway has clearly been implicated in Drosophila somatic 568 cells (Czech et al. 2008; Ghildiyal et al. 2008 ), although it remains unclear whether such endo-569 siRNA pathway also operates in somatic cells of mammals, which might result from less attention 570 paid on processing of repeat-derived RNAs by the conserved siRNA machinery known to be 571 highly active in mammals. In any case, at least in Drosophila S2 cells, we now document that such 572 endo-siRNA pathway is responsible for generating small RNAs that can act in cis and trans to help 573 maintain heterochromatin homeostasis in pericentromeric regions. We envision a similar 574 mechanism that may also operate in somatic cells in mammals, which requires future investigation 575 once the RNA-DNA interactome of much higher density becomes available. but it has been unclear whether these small RNA machineries act through their traditional functions 579 or through some new mechanism(s) in the nucleus. We now show that a pool of synthetic repeat-580 derived siRNA mimics is able to rescue all measurable cell cycle defects in Drosophila S2 cells, 581 which is fully compatible to the central role of the endo-siRNA pathway in ensuring cell cycle 582 progression through maintaining pericentromeric heterochromatin. We speculate the conversed 583 function of this pathway in mammals, although different classes of retrotransposons are likely 584 involved in different organisms. 585
The production of repeat-derived small RNAs to help maintain heterochromatin for stable 586 genetic inheritance in somatic cells suggests a key and immediate benefit of active 587 retrotransposons for the genome. This realization is interesting because retrotransposons have been 588 traditionally viewed as mutagens in the genome, although their relatively random actions may 589 facilitate genome evolution in the long run. In Drosophila germ cells, an RNA amplification 590 mechanism has been evolved to maximally suppress this mutagen function of retrotransposons to 591 ensure genome integrity. We now show that despite the lack of such RNA amplification 592 mechanism in somatic cells, the endo-siRNA machinery is still quite active to ensure the supply 593 of repeat-derived small RNAs. Therefore, without worrying about the responsibility to transmit 594 genetic materials to offspring, somatic cells may tolerate potential genome vulnerability in 595 exchange for stable genetic inheritance during development and differentiation. As higher 596 eukaryotic genomes are populated with enormous amounts of repeat sequences, we suggest that 597 some of those "junk" DNA sequences actually have important functions while most others are 598 fossil of genome evolution. 599 600 601
METHODS
603
Cell Lines and Cell Culture Conditions 604 S2 cells were cultured under sterile conditions at 26°C in Schneider medium (Invitrogen) 605
containing 10% heat-inactivated fetal bovine serum and 100 µg/ml penicillin-streptomycin. S2 cell 606 lines are negative for mycoplasma contamination. 607 608
Alignment of GRID-seq reads to the Drosophila genome 609
GRID-seq raw reads were split into RNA and DNA reads according to the designed bivalent linker. 610
Trimmomatic (Bolger et al. 2014 ) was used to remove adapter sequences and filter low-quality 611 reads by using the parameters MINLEN: 18 and SLIDINGWINDOW: 2:20. Filtered reads were 612 aligned to the Drosophila genome (genome version :dm6) with ShortStack(Axtell 2013) using the 613 parameter -m 400 for DNA reads and -m 200 for RNA reads, respectively. Multiple mapped reads 614
were weighted based on the frequencies of neighbor uniquely mapped reads ( Supplementary Fig.  615  1C) . Where n is the number of assigned read pairs. For each read pair i, is the contribution score of 632 this read to the RNA part and is the contribution score of this read to the interacting AluI DNA 633
bin. = 1, if the RNA part of the read pair is uniquely mapped, or equals to a fraction based on 634 the weighted score. 635 636
Construction of non-specific background using mixed GRID-seq libraries 637
A mixed GRID-seq library from human MDA-MB-231 and Drosophila S2 cells was used to 638 construct the non-specific RNA-DNA interaction profile. RNA reads, which were only mapped to 639 the human genome (hg38) using Bowtie (Langmead et al. 2009 ) with the parameter -n 0, were kept. 640
Their mated DNA reads were processed using ShortStack, as described above. The human RNA 641 signals within each 1kb DNA bin were normalized to one million, which was further smoothed by 642 a moving window that includes 5 upstream and 5 downstream bins. The final coverage of the 1kb 643 DNA bin i is: 644
where m is the number of reads mapped to the 1k DNA bin i and N is the total read number mapped 646 to the Drosophila genome. 647 648
To make DNA binding scores comparable between Alu I binned versus 1kb binned genome, RNA 649 binding signals in each 1k DNA bin were converted to RNA binding signals in each AluI DNA 650 bin by first dividing each 1kb DNA bin into 1000 1bp bins to calculate the signal in each small bin 651 based on 1000 . IntersectBed tool with the parameter -f 1.0 was used to compute signals in each 652 Alu I DNA bin by summing the signals from all 1bp bins in the fragment. Finally, signals in AluI 653
DNA bins were all normalized to signals per 1kb: 654
where is the length of the AluI DNA bin j. 656 657
Filtering singular and background to identify specific RNA-DNA interactions 658
To support specific RNA-DNA interactions, we required at least two RNA-DNA mates for each 659
RNA transcript in a given Alu I DNA bin. We also developed two background models to simulate 660
Poisson distribution of RNA binding signals on DNA. The first was based on uniform distribution 661 of individual RNAs on DNA, based on which we estimated the background score: 662
where the is the length of the genome， is the length of AluI DNA bin j and is total 664 signals for RNA i. This score was further normalized according to length in each AluI DNA bin, 665 and the resulting RPK (reads per kilobase) was used as the _ value to obtain the Poisson 666 distribution of this RNA-engaged genomic interactions and to calculate the p-value for such 667
interactions. The ratio of − over − was reported as the 668 fold_change (FC) above the background. We also developed a second background model with that 669 data deduced with RNA signals from the mixed library. We first calculated the non-specific 670 interaction score ( ) based on human-derived RNA binding signals, 671
and then used this score as the 
Data normalization for comparison between GRID-seq libraries and different RNAs within 679
the same libraries 680
The interaction RNA-DNA score for each RNA is affected by the sequencing depth in different 681 GRID-seq libraries, the length of each Alu I DNA bin, and the length of each RNA. To enable 682 comparison among different libraries and different RNAs within the same libraries, we normalized 683 these variables according to: 684 = ( * 10 6 * 10 3 * 10 3 )
where is the interaction score of RNA i with Alu I DNA bin j, TotalReadCounts is the 687 sequencing depth of individual libraries, _ is the length of Alu I DNA bin j and _ is 688 the length of RNA i. 689 690
Comparison between GRID-seq and ChAR-seq datasets 691
ChAR-seq raw data were downloaded from the GEO database ( Supplementary Table 2 ). PCR 692 duplicates were removed using Clumpify with default parameters. All five independent ChAR-seq 693 libraries were combined followed by adapter trimming and filtering low-quality reads with 694
Trimmomatic using the parameters MINLEN: 36, LEADING:3 TRAILING:3 and 695 SLIDINGWINDOW: 4:15. Filtered ChAR-Seq reads were split into paired RNA and DNA reads, 696 and then processed as described above for the GRID-seq data. FeatureCounts was used to calculate 697 reads in 1kb DNA bins and then converted to RPKM using edgeR package in R language. For 698 validation for assigning multi-mapped reads, we only considered 1kb DNA bins that contain newly 699 assigned multi-mapped reads from the GRID-seq dataset. 700 701
Comparison of RNA-DNA interactions in relationship with chromatin marks 702
Public ChIP-seq data from S2 cells were downloaded from the SRA database (Supplementary 703 Analysis of CHARR-DNA interactions relative to Hi-C defined compartments 721
Public Hi-C data from S2 cells were downloaded ( Supplementary Table 2 ) and processed with 722
Trimmomatic using default settings plus trim tool in Homer using the parameter -3 AAGCTT. 723
Trimmed reads with length of ≥38nt were mapped to the Drosophila genome using end-to-end 724 alignment model provided by Bowtie2 (Ref (Langmead and Salzberg 2012) ). We discarded 725 potential PCR duplicates as well as reads with no useful information, including (1) read pairs 726 separated <1.5× of the sequenced insert fragment length, (2) reads from 10kb regions 727 containing >5× of the average coverage, (3) read pairs lacking restriction sites at the 3' end of 728 either read within the estimated fragment length, (4) reads with their ends resulting from self-729 ligation with adjacent restriction fragments. We then used the filtered dataset to perform PCA 730 analysis with HOMER, using runHiCpca.pl with the parameters -res 10kb and -superRes 20kb 731 and compartments analysis using runHiCpca.pl and findHiCCompartments.pl. Finally, CHARR-732
DNA interactions signals and Hi-C compartments were intersected with IntersectBed from 733
BedTools. The length of Hi-C compartment A and B was normalized to 1Mb. 734 735
Processing GRO-seq, small RNA-seq and Ago2 RIP data from S2 cells 736
All data were downloaded from public databases ( Supplementary Table 2 ). GRO-seq data were 737 processed as with the ChIP-seq data for chromatin marks. Annotated unique and repeat RNA 738 species were used to calculate individual transcription scores by using FeatureCounts and EdgeR. 739 740
Small RNA-seq data were similarly processed as above using adjusted Trimmomatic parameters: Reads for the downloaded Ago2 RIP data were blasted to identify repeat RNA-derived sequences 746 using the parameters -outfmt 6 and -word_size 7. Reads will be kept for further analysis if the 747 mismatch number is under 3 and the mapping region of the reads equals to the whole length of the 748 reads. We then counted the reads number for each repeat sequence. 749 750 siRNAs-mediated knockdown of Dicer-2 and Ago-2 and immunofluorescence 751
Transfection was performed, as described(Rogers and Rogers 2008), using the "bathing" method 752 for siRNA delivery. Cells were counted, pelleted and resuspend at 1-5x10 6 cells/ml in serum free 753 media. We added ~10-30 µg dsRNA to each well in the 6-well tissue culture plate to obtain the 754 final concentration of 25-50 nM. About 1 ml of cells were seeded each well in the 6-well plate and 755 incubate at room temperature for 30 min followed by the addition of 3 ml complete media with 756 10% FBS to each well. This process was repeated every other day for three times before harvesting 757 the cells for downstream assays. Sequences of individual siRNAs were listed in Supplementary  758  Table 3.  759  760 For immunostaining, S2 cells were washed in 1× PBS and fixed in 4% paraformaldehyde (pH-7.2) 761
for 10 min at room temperature. After washing four times, cells were permeabilized with 0.1% 762
Triton X100 in 1× PBS for 5 min at room temperature. Permeabilized cells were then incubated in 763 1% normal goat serum in 1× PBST for 30 min at room temperature, and then with the primary 764 antibody (α-rabbit H3K9me3 1:500) and secondary antibodies (1:400) both in blocking buffer (3% 765 BSA, 1% goat serum in PBST), each for 1h at room temperature. Cells were washed three times 766 at room temperature, each for 5 min with 1× PBST. After mounting on coverslip with DAPI, cells 767
were examined under Zeiss LSM-700 confocal laser scanning microscope. 768 769
ChIP-seq library construction and data analysis 770 DNA libraries were constructed using the NEBNext® Ultra™ II DNA Library Prep kit (NEB, 771 USA) following manufacturer's recommendations. After end repair, 5´ phosphorylation. and dA-772 tailing of purified DNA fragments, NEBNext adaptors with hairpin loop structure were ligated and 773 library fragments were purified with SPRIselect sample purification beads (NEB, USA). After 774 ensuring the quality of libraries on the Agilent Bioanalyzer 2100 system, individual libraries were 775 sequenced on the Illumina HiSeq X Ten platform to generate 150 bp paired-end. 776 777
Adapters and low-quality reads were filtered to obtain clean reads and clean reads mapped to the 778 reference Drosophila genome (dm6) using Bowtie2. The wig files of each chromatin mark ChIP-779 seq dataset was obtained by using bamCoverage tools from Deeptools (Ramirez et al. 2016 ) with 780 the parameters: --binSize 1000, --normalizeTo1x 142573017 and --ignoreForNormalization chrM. 781
Enriched peaks were detected by MACS2 with input data as control using the parameters -f 782 BAMPE --nomodel --keep-dup all --broad. 783 784
Analysis of mitotic defects 785
Medium and fetal bovine serum were batch tested for support of normal cell growth and RNAi 786 efficiency. For the knockdown group, specific synthetic siRNA was added to cell culture in 24-787 well plates. After siRNA treatment for 4 days, cells were resuspended and transferred to glass-788 bottom, 24-well plates (Cellvis) and allowed to adhere for 2.5 hrs before fixation, as 789 described (Goshima et al. 2007 ). Cells were fixed in 4% paraformaldehyde for 10 min, 790 permeabilized with 0.1% Triton X100 in PBS for 5 min and incubated overnight at 4˚ C with anti-791 α-tubulin (ab7291 from abcam; 1:1000) in PBS containing 0.1% Triton and 0.5 mg/ml BSA, 792 followed by staining with secondary antibodies and DAPI (1 µg/ml). For the rescue group, siRNAi 793 treatment was performed as above followed by transfection of CHARRs siRNA 2 days later. 794
Immunostained specimens were imaged under a Zeiss LSM-700 confocal laser scanning 795 microscope, using a 63x 1.4 NA oil immersion objective to achieve high resolution. We imaged 796 two channels (DAPI, AF488) at typically 10-20 sites/well to obtain 50 metaphase cells/well on 797 average. 798 799
Western blotting, RT-qPCR and Northern blotting 800
Total cell lysate containing 15-25 μg protein from S2 cell cultures were fractionated by SDS-801 PAGE, immunoblotted and probed with specific antibodies. After incubation with peroxidase-802 conjugated secondary antibodies (1:5000; Abcam), blots were developed with Supersignal West 803
Pico Chemiluminescent Substrate (Pierce) and exposed to film (SAGECREATION, MiNiChemi). 804
Signal intensity for Dicer-2, H3K9me3, H3K27me3, H3K4me3 and Tublin was quantified using 805
ImageJ. 806 807
For RNA quantification, total RNA was extracted, and genomic DNA was removed with DNase I 808 (Roche, 04716728001). First-strand cDNA was generated with the SuperScript III Fist-Stand using 809 random hexamers. The expression levels of RNAs were quantified on Rotor-Gene Q (QIAGEN) 810
and normalized against GAPDH mRNA. PCR primers sequences were listed in Supplementary 811 Table 3 . 812 813
About 30 μg of total RNA isolated with Trizol was loaded into each lane of agarose gel and blotted 814 onto membrane with Chemiluminescent Nucleic Acid Detection Module (Thermo Fisher) 815 according to manufacturer's instruction. RNA probes were labeled by in vitro transcription of 816 plasmids with T7 RNA polymerase (Promega) in the presence of Biotin RNA labeling mix (Roche). 817
The primers used were listed in Supplementary Table 3 . 818 819
Quantification and statistical analysis 820 Statistical parameters were reported either in individual figures or corresponding figure legends. 821
Quantified data were in general presented as bar/line plots, with the error bar representing mean ± 822 SEM, or boxplot showing the median (middle line), first and third quartiles (box boundaries), and 823 furthest observation or 1.5 times of the interquartile (end of whisker). All statistical analyses were 824 done in R. Wherever asterisks are used to indicate the statistical significances, *stands for p < 0.05; 825 ** for p < 0.01, *** for p < 0.001 and NS for not significant. 826 827 
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